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Formally, an FSM is specified by five entities: symbolic states, input signals, output signals, next-state function and output
function.
A state specifies a unique internal condition of a system. As time progresses, the FSM transits from one state to another.
The new state is determined by the next-state function, which is a function of the current state and input signals. In a
synchronous FSM, the transition is controlled by a clock signal and can occur only at the triggering edge of the clock.
Since our study strictly follows the synchronous design methodology, our coverage is limited to the synchronous FSM.
The output function specifies the value of the output signals. If it is a function of the state only, the output is known as a
Moore output. On the other hand, if it is a function of the state and input signals, the output is known as a Mealy output.
An FSM is called a Moore machine or Mealy machine if it contains only Moore outputs or Mealy outputs respectively. A
complex FSM normally has both types of outputs.
The block diagram of an FSM is shown in the figure. It is similar to the block diagram of a regular sequential circuit. The
state register is the memory element that stores the state of the FSM. It is synchronized by a global clock. The next-state
logic implements the next-state function, whose input is the current state and input signals. The output logic implements
the output function. This diagram includes both Moore output logic, whose input is the current state, and Mealy output
logic, whose input is the current state and input signals. The main application of an FSM is to realize operations that are
performed in a sequence of steps. A large digital system usually involves complex tasks or algorithms, which can be
expressed as a sequence of actions based on system status and external commands. An FSM can function as the control
circuit (known as the control path) that coordinates and governs the operations of other units (known as the data path) of
the system. Our coverage of FSM focuses on this aspect. The actual construction of such systems is discussed in the next
lecture. FSMs can also be used in many simple tasks, such as detecting a unique pattern from an input data stream or
generating a specific sequence of output values.
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A state diagram consists of nodes, which are drawn as circles (also known as bubbles), and one-direction transition arcs.
The notation for nodes and arcs is shown in the figure. A node represents a unique state of the FSM and it has a unique
symbolic name. An arc represents a transition from one state to another and is labeled with the condition that will cause
the transition. The condition is expressed as a logic expression composed of input signals. An arc will be taken when the
corresponding logic expression is evaluated to be logic ‘1’.
The output values are also specified on the state diagram. The Moore output is a function of state and thus is naturally
placed inside the state bubble. On the other hand, the Mealy output depends on both state and input and thus is placed
under the condition expression of the transition arcs. To reduce the clutter, we list only the output signals that are activated
or asserted. An output signal will assume the default, unasserted value (not don’t-care) if it is not listed inside the state
bubble or under the logic expression of an arc. We use the following notation for an asserted output value:
signal_name <= asserted value;
In general, an asserted signal will be logic ’1’ unless specified otherwise.
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Figure shows the state diagram of a hypothetical memory controller FSM. The controller is between a processor and a
memory chip, interpreting commands from the processor and then generating a control sequence accordingly. The
commands, mem, rw and burst, from the processor constitute the input signals of the FSM. The mem signal is asserted to
high when a memory access is required. The rw signal indicates the type of memory access, and its value can be either ‘1’
or ‘0’, for memory read and memory write respectively. The burst signal is for a special mode of a memory read operation.
If it is asserted, four consecutive read operations will be performed. The memory chip has two control signals, oe (for
output enable) and we (for write enable), which need to be asserted during the memory read and memory write
respectively. The two output signals of the FSM, oe and we, are connected to the memory chip’s control signals. For
comparison purpose, we also add an artificial Mealy output signal, we_me, to the state diagram.
Initially, the FSM is in the idle state, waiting for the mem command from the processor. Once mem is asserted, the FSM
examines the value of rw and moves to either the read1 state or the write state. These input conditions can be formalized
to logic expressions, as shown in the transition arcs from the idle state:
- mem’ : represents that no memory operation is required.
- mem·rw : represents that a memory read operation is required.
- mem·rw’ : represents that a memory write operation is required.
The results of these logic expressions are checked at the rising edge of the clock. If the mem’ expression is true (i.e., mem
is ‘0’), the FSM stays in the idle state. If the mem·rw expression is true (i.e., both mem and rw are ‘1’), the FSM moves to
the read1 state. Once it is there, the oe signal is activated, as indicated in the state bubble. On the other hand, if the
mem·rw’ expression is true (i.e., mem is ‘1’ and rw is ‘0’), the FSM moves to the write state and activates the we signal.
After the FSM reaches the read1 state, the burst signal is examined at the next rising edge of the clock. If it is ‘1’, the
FSM will go through read2, read3 and read4 states in the next three clock cycles and then return to the idle state.
Otherwise, the FSM returns to the idle state. We use the notation “-” to represent the “always true” condition. After the
FSM reaches the write state, it will return to the idle state at the next rising edge of the clock.
The we_me signal is asserted only when the FSM is in the idle state and the mem·rw’ expression is true. It will be
deactivated when the FSM moves away from the idle state (i.e., to the write state). It is a Mealy output since its value
depends on the state and the input signals (i.e., mem and rw).
In practice, we usually want to force an FSM into an initial state during system initialization. It is frequently done by an
asynchronous reset signal, similar to the asynchronous reset signal used in a register of a regular sequential circuit.
Sometimes a solid dot is used to indicate this transition, as shown in the figure. This transition is only for system
initialization and has no effect on normal FSM operation.
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An ASM chart is constructed of a network of ASM blocks. An ASM block consists of one state box and an optional
network of decision boxes and conditional output boxes. A typical ASM block is shown in the figure. The state box, as its
name indicates, represents a state in an FSM. It is identified by a symbolic state name on the top left corner of the state
box. The action or output listed inside the box describes the desired output signal values when the FSM enters this state.
Since the outputs rely on the state only, they correspond to the Moore outputs of the FSM. To reduce the clutter, we list
only signals that are activated or asserted. An output signal will assume the default, unasserted value if it is not listed
inside the box. We use the same notation for an asserted output signal:
signal_name <= asserted value;
Again, we assume that an asserted signal will be logic ‘1’ unless specified otherwise.
A decision box tests an input condition to determine the exit path of the current ASM block. It contains a Boolean
expression composed of input signals and plays a similar role to the logic expression in the transition arc of a state
diagram. Because of the flexibility of the Boolean expression, it can describe more complex conditions, such as
(a > b) and ( c /= 1).
Depending on the value of the Boolean expression, the FSM can follow either the true path or the false path, which are
labeled as T or F in the exit paths of the decision box. If necessary, we can cascade multiple decision boxes inside an ASM
block to describe a complex condition.
A conditional output box also lists asserted output signals. However, it can only be placed after an exit path of a decision
box. It implies that these output signals can be asserted only if the condition of the previous decision box is met. Since the
condition is composed of a Boolean expression of input signals, these output signals' values depend on the current state
and input signals, and thus they are Mealy outputs. Again, to reduce clutter, we place a conditional output box in an ASM
block only when the corresponding output signal is asserted. The output signal assumes the default, unasserted value when
there is no conditional output box.
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While a state diagram or an ASM chart shows all the states and transitions, it does not provide information about when a
transition takes place. In a synchronous FSM, the state transition is controlled by the rising edge of the system clock.
Mealy output and Moore output are not directly related to the clock but are responding to input or state change. However,
since a Moore output depends only on the state, its transition is indirectly synchronized by the clock.
The timing of a synchronous FSM can best be explained by examining the operation of an ASM block. In an ASM chart,
each ASM block represents a state of the FSM. Instead of moving “continuously” from one block to another block, as in a
traditional flowchart, the transitions between ASM blocks can occur only at the rising edge of the clock. The operation of
an ASM block transition can be interpreted as follows:
1. At the rising edge of the clock, the FSM enters a new state (and thus a new ASM block).
2. During the clock period, the FSM performs several operations. It activates the Moore output signals asserted in this
state. It evaluates various Boolean expressions of the decision boxes and activates the Mealy output signals accordingly.
3. At the next rising edge of the clock (which is the end of the current clock period), the results of Boolean expressions are
examined simultaneously, an exit path is determined, and the FSM enters the designated new ASM block.
A state and its transitions in a state diagram are interpreted in the same manner.
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When an FSM is synthesized, the physical components introduce propagation delays. Since the block diagram of an FSM
is almost identical to that of a regular sequential circuit, the timing analysis of an FSM is similar to that of a regular
sequential circuit, as discussed earlier. The main timing parameters associated with the block diagram of the general FSM
are:
- Tcq, Tsetup, Thold : the clock-to-q delay, setup time and hold time of the state register.
- Tnext(max): the maximal propagation delay of the next-state logic.
- Toutput(mo): the propagation delay of output logic for the Moore output.
- Toutput(me): the propagation delay of output logic for the Mealy output.
As in a regular sequential circuit, the performance of an FSM is characterized by the maximal clock rate (or minimal clock
period). The minimal clock period is
Tc = Tcq + Tnext(max) + Tsetup
and the maximal clock rate is
f = 1/Tc
Since an FSM is frequently used as the controller, the response of the output signal is also important. A Moore output is
characterized by the clock-to-output delay, which is
Tco(mo) = Tcq + Toutput(mo)
A Mealy output may respond to the change of a state or an input signal. The former is characterized by the clock-to-output
delay, similar to the Moore output:
Tco(me) = Tcq + Toutput(me)
The latter is just the propagation delay of Mealy output logic, which is Toutput(me).
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The timing diagram helps us to better understand the operation of an FSM and generation of the output signals. It is
especially critical when an FSM is used as a control circuit. One tricky part regarding the FSM timing concerns the rising
edge of the clock. In an ideal FSM, there is no propagation delay, and thus the state and output signal change at the edge. If
the state or output is fed to other synchronous components, which take a sample at the rising edge, it is difficult to
determine what the value is. In reality, this will not happen since there is always a clock-to-q delay from the state register.
To avoid confusion, this delay should
always be included in the timing diagram.
A detailed, representative timing diagram of a state transition is shown in the figure. It is based on the FSM shown in
Conversion Example II. We assume that the next state of the FSM (the statenext signal) is s0 initially. At t1, the rising edge
of the clock, the state register samples the state_next signal. After Tcq (at t2), the state register stores the value and reflects
the value in its output, the state_reg signal. This means that the FSM moves to the s0 state. At t3, the a input changes from
’0’ to ’1’. According to the ASM chart, the condition of the decision box is met and the true branch is taken. In terms of
the circuit, the change of the a signal activates both the next-state logic and the Mealy output logic. After the delay of Tnext
(at t4), the state_next signal changes to s1. Similarly, the Mealy output, y0, changes to ’1’ after Toutput(me) (at t5). At t6, the a
signal switches back to ’0’. The state_next and y0 signals respond accordingly. Note that the change of the state_next
signal has no effect on the state register (i.e., the state of the FSM). At t7, the a signal changes to ’1’ again, and thus the
state_next and y0 signals become s1 and ’1’ after the delays. At t8, the current period ends and a new rising edge occurs.
The state register samples the state_next signal and stores the s1 value into the register. After Tcq (at t9), the register
obtains its new value and the FSM moves to the s1 state. The change in the state_reg signal triggers the next-state logic,
Mealy output logic and Moore output logic. After the Tnext delay (at t10), the next-state logic generates a new value of s0.
We assume that Toutput(mo) and Toutput(me) are similar. After this delay (at t11), the Mealy output, y0, is deactivated, and the
Moore output, y1 , is activated. The y1 signal remains asserted for the entire clock cycle. At t12, a new clock edge arrives,
the state_reg signal changes to s0 after the Tcq delay (at t13), and the FSM returns to the s0 state. The y1 signal is
deactivated after the Toutput(mo) delay (at t14).
The timing diagram illustrates the major difference between an ASM chart and a regular flowchart. In an ASM chart, the
state transition (or ASM block transition) occurs only at the rising edge of the clock signal. Within the clock period, the
Boolean condition and the next state may change but have no effect on the system state. The new state is determined solely
by the values sampled at the rising edge of the clock.
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The basic design idea is to construct an FSM that has a zero state and a one state, which represent that the input has been
‘0’ or ‘1’ for a long period of time respectively. The FSM has a single input signal, strobe, and a single output signal. The
output will be asserted “momentarily” when the FSM transits from the zero state to the one state.
We first consider a design based on a Moore machine. The state diagram is designated as Moore in the figure. There are
three states. In addition to the zero and one states, the FSM also has an edge state. When strobe becomes ’1’ in the zero
state, it implies that strobe changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’. The FSM moves to the edge state, in which the output signal, p1,is
asserted. In normal operation, strobe should continue to be ‘1’ and the FSM moves to the one state at the next rising edge
of the clock and stays there until strobe returns to ‘0’. If strobe is really short and changes to '0' in the edge state, the FSM
will return to the zero state.
The second design is based on a Mealy machine. The state diagram is designated as Mealy in the figure. It consists of only
the zero and one states. When strobe changes from '0‘ to '1' in the zero state, the FSM moves to the one state. From the
state diagram, it seems that the output signal, p2, is asserted when the FSM transit from the zero state to the one state.
Actually, p2 is asserted in the zero state whenever strobe is '1'. When the FSM moves to the one state, p2 will be deasserted.
For demonstration purposes, we also include a version that combines both types of outputs. The third design inserts a
delay state into the Mealy machine-based design and prolongs the output pulse for one extra clock cycle. The state
diagram is designated as Mealy2 in figure. In this design, the FSM will assert the output, p3, in the zero state, as in the
second design. However, the FSM moves to the delay state afterward and forces p3 to be asserted for another clock cycle
by placing the assertion on both transition edges of the delay state. Note that since p3 is asserted in the delay state under
all transition arcs, it implies that p3 will be asserted in the delay state regardless of the input condition. The behavior of the
FSM in the delay state is similar to the edge state of the Moore machine-based design, and we can also move the output
assertion, p3<=1, into the bubble of the delay state.
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All three edge detector designs can generate a “short” pulse when the input changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’, but there are subtle
differences. Understanding the differences is the key to deriving a correct and efficient FSM and an FSM-based control
circuit. There are three major differences between the Moore machine and Mealy machine-based designs.
First, a Mealy machine normally requires fewer states to perform the same task. This is due to the fact that its output is a
function of states and external inputs, and thus several possible output values can be specified in one state. For example, in
the zero state of the second design, p2 can be either ‘0’ or ‘1’, depending on the value of strobe. Thus, the Mealy
machine-based design requires only two states whereas the Moore machine-based design requires three states.
Second, a Mealy machine can generate a faster response. Since a Mealy output is a function of input, it changes whenever
the input meets the designated condition. For example, in Mealy machine-based design, if the FSM is in the zero state, p2
is asserted immediately after strobe changes from ‘0’ to ‘1’, as shown in the timing diagram. On the other hand, a Moore
machine reacts indirectly to input changes. The Moore machine-based design also senses the changes of strobe in the zero
state. However, it has to wait until the next state (i.e., the edge state) to respond. The change causes the FSM to move to
the edge state. At the next rising edge of the clock, the FSM moves to this state and p1 responds accordingly, as shown in
the timing diagram. In a synchronous system, the distinction between a Mealy output and a Moore output normally means
a delay of one clock cycle. Recall that the input signal of a synchronous system is sampled only at the rising edge of the
clock. Let us assume that the output of the edge detection circuit is used by another synchronous system. Consider the first
transition edge of strobe in the figure. The p2 signal can be sampled at t1. However, the p1 signal is not available at that
time because of the clock-to-q delay and output logic delay. Its value can be sampled only by the next rising edge at t2.
The third difference involves the control of the width and timing of the output signal. In a Mealy machine, the width of an
output signal is determined by the input signal. The output signal is activated when the input signal meets the designated
condition and is normally deactivated when the FSM enters a new state. Thus, its width varies with input and can be very
narrow. Also, a Mealy machine is susceptible to glitches in the input signal and passes these undesired disturbances to the
output. This is shown in the p2 signal on the figure. On the other hand, the output of a Moore machine is synchronized
with the clock edge and its width is about the same as a clock period. It is not susceptible to glitches from the input signal.
Although the output logic can still introduce glitches, this can be overcome by clever output buffering schemes, which will
be discussed later.
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An edge-sensitive control signal is used as input for a sequential circuit synchronized by the same clock. A simple example
is the enable signal of a counter. Since the signal is sampled only at the rising edge of the clock, the width of the signal and
the existence of glitches do not matter as long as it is stable during the setup and hold times of the clock edge. Both the
Mealy and the Moore machines can generate output signals that meet this requirement. However, a Mealy machine is
preferred since it uses fewer states and responds one clock faster than does a Moore machine. Note that the p3 signal
generated by the modified Mealy machine will be active for two clock edges and is actually incorrect for an edge-sensitive
control signal.
A level-sensitive control signal means that a signal has to be asserted for a certain amount of time. When asserted, it has to
be stable and free of glitches. A good example is the write enable signal of an SRAM chip. A Moore machine is preferred
since it can accurately control the activation time of its output, and can shield the control signal from input glitches.
Because of the potential glitches, the p3 signal is again not desirable.
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An FSM with n symbolic states requires a state register of at least [log2n] bits to encode all possible symbolic values. We
sometimes utilize more bits for other purposes. There are several commonly used state assignment schemes:
- Binary (or sequential) assignment: assigns states according to a binary sequence. This scheme uses a minimal number
of bits and needs only a [log2n] -bit register.
- Gray code assignment: assigns states according to a Gray code sequence. This scheme also uses a minimal number of
bits. Because only one bit changes between the successive code words in the sequence, we may reduce the complexity of
next_state logic if assigning successive code words to neighboring states.
- One-hot assignment: assigns one bit for each state, and thus only a single bit is ‘1’ (or “hot”) at a time. For an FSM with
n states, this scheme needs an n-bit register.
- Almost one-hot assignment: is similar to the one-hot assignment except that the all-zero representation (“0 ... 0”) is also
included. The all-zero state is frequently used as the initial state since it can easily be reached by asserting the
asynchronous reset signal of D FFs. This scheme needs an (n-1)-bit register for n states.
Although one-hot and almost one-hot assignments need more register bits, empirical data from various studies show that
these assignments may reduce the circuit size of next-state logic and output logic.
Obtaining the optimal assignment is very difficult. For example, if we choose the one-hot scheme for an FSM with n
states, there are n! (which is worse than 2n) possible assignments. It is not practical to obtain the optimal assignment by
examining all possible combinations. However, there exists special software that utilizes heuristic algorithms that can
obtain a good, suboptimal assignment.
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When we map the symbolic states of an FSM to binary representations, there frequently exist unused binary
representations (or states).
During the normal operation, the FSM will not reach these states; however, it may accidentally enter an unused state due to
noise or an external disturbance. One question is what we should do if the FSM reaches an unused state. In certain
applications, we can simply ignore the situation. It is because we assume that the error will never happen, or, if it happens,
the system can never recover. In the latter case, there is nothing we can do with the error.
On the other hand, some applications can resume from a short period of anomaly and continue to run. In this case we have
to design an FSM that can recover from the unused states. It is known as a fault-tolerant or safe FSM. For an FSM coded
with an explicit state assignment, incorporating this feature is straightforward. We just specify the desired action in the
when others clause of the case statement. There is no easy way to specify a safe FSM if the enumeration data type is used.
Since all possible values of the enumeration data type are used in the case statement of the next-state logic, there is no
unused state in VHDL code. The unused states emerge only later during synthesis, and thus they cannot be handled in
VHDL code. Some software accepts an artificially added when others clause for the unused states. However, by VHDL
definition, this clause is redundant and may not be interpreted consistently by different synthesis software.
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The architecture body is divided into four code segments. The first segment is for the state register. Its code is like that of a
regular register except that a user-defined data type is used for the signal. We use an asynchronous reset signal for
initialization. The state register is cleared to the idle state when the reset signal is asserted.
The second code segment is for the next-state logic and is the key part of the FSM description. It is patterned after the
ASM chart show at the previous slide. We use a case statement with state_reg as the selection expression. The state_reg
signal is the output of the state register and represents the current state of the FSM. Based on its value and input signal, the
next state, denoted by the state_next signal, can be determined. As shown in the previous segment, the next state will be
stored into the state register and becomes the new state at the rising edge of the clock. The state_next signal can be derived
directly from the ASM block. For a simple ASM block, such as the read2 block, there is only one exit path and the
state_next signal is very straightforward:
state_next <= idle;
For a block with multiple exit paths, we can use if statements to code the decision boxes. The Boolean condition inside a
decision box can be directly translated to the Boolean expression of the if statement, and the two exit paths can be
expressed as the then branch and the else branch of the if statement. Thus, we can follow the decision boxes and derive the
VHDL code for the state_next signal accordingly. For example, in the idle block, the cascade decision boxes can be
translated into a nested if statement:
if mem=‘1’ then
if rw = ‘1’ then
state_next <= read1;
else
state_next <= write;
end if;
else
state_next <= idle;
end if;
Note that the ASM has three possible exit paths from the idle block, and thus the state_next signal has three possible
values.
The third code segment is the Moore output logic. Again, we use a case statement with state_reg as the selection
expression. Note that since the Moore output is a function of state only, no input signal is in the sensitive list. Our code
follows the ASM chart. Two sequential signal assignment statements are used to represent the default output value:
we <= ‘0’;
oe <= ‘0’;
If an output signal is asserted inside a state box, we put a signal assignment statement in the corresponding choice in the
VHDL code to overwrite the default value.
The fourth code segment is the Mealy output logic. Note that some input signal is now in the sensitive list. Again,
following the ASM chart, we use a case statement with state_reg as the selection expression and use an if statement for the
decision box. The Mealy output, the we_me signal, will be assigned to the designated value according to the input
condition. We intentionally use the case statement to demonstrate the relationship between the code and the ASM chart. It
may become somewhat cumbersome. The segment can also be written in a more compact but ad hoc way. For example, the
Mealy output logic segment can be rewritten as
we_me <= ‘1’ when ((state_reg = idle) and (mem = ‘1’) and (rw = ‘0’)) else
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‘0’;
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